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Consonant/vowel ratio as a cue
for voicing in English

ROBERT F. PORT and JONATHAN DALBY
Department ofLinguistics, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana

Several experiments investigate voicing judgments in minimal pairs like rabid-rapid when the
duration of the first vowel and the medial stop are varied factorially and other cues for voic
ing remain ambiguous. In Experiments 1 and 2, in which synthetic labial and velar-stop voic
ing pairs are investigated, the perceptual boundary along a continuum of silent consonant dura
tions varies in constant proportion to increases in the duration of the preceding vocalic interval.
In Experiment 3, it is shown that speaking tempo external to the test word has far smaller ef
fects on a closure duration boundary for voicing than does the tempo within the test word. Ex
periment 4 shows that, even within the word, it is primarily the preceding vowel that ac
counts for changes in the consonant duration effects. Furthermore, in Experiments 3 and 4,
the effects of timing outside the vowel-consonant interval are independent of the duration of that
interval itself. These findings suggest that consonant/vowel ratio serves as a primary acoustic
cue for English voicing in syllable-final position and imply that this ratio possibly is directly ex
tracted from the speech signal.

Twenty-five years ago, Denes (1955) reported an
interesting phenomenon regarding the perception of
phonological voicing by English listeners. He found
that a voiceless final fricative in a synthetically con
structed monosyllable could be heard as having either
the plus or minus value of the English voicing fea
ture, depending on the relative duration of the vowel
and final fricative itself for words like his and hiss.
Despite variations in the overall word length, the
fricative was heard as a voiceless lsi when it was
about the same duration as the vowel that preceded it
or longer, and it was heard as a voiced Izl when the
fricative was much shorter than the vowel. Until
quite recently (see Cole & Cooper, 1975), Denes'
paper has been cited primarily as evidence for the
perceptual effectiveness of the two individual param
eters of vowel duration and postvocalic consonant
duration as cues to the voicing of the consonant,
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rather than for the far more general result of a
possible ratio cue for voicing in English in syllable
final position. 1

Recently, interest in this question has been revived
by research dealing with three general areas. One
issue is the relationship among different cues for a
single phonological or phonetic feature. It is well
established that vowel duration is an important cor
relate of changes in syllable-final voicing in English
(Klatt, 1976; Peterson & Lehiste, 1960; Raphael,
1972), as is the duration of the consonant constric
tion itself (Lisker, 1957; Port, 1979, 1981a). Yet it
has often been noted that such timing cues are easily
dominated by nontemporal cues such as closure voic
ing and aspiration (Port, 1979; Price & Lisker, 1979;
Wardrip-Fruin, 1982; Lisker, Note 3, Note 4). That
is, even if we restrict attention to isolated words or to
sentence-stressed words in carrier sentences, where
temporal cues are the strongest (Umeda, 1975),
the presence of glottal pulsing during a final ob
struent forces perception of a voiced consonant in
English, no matter what manipulations are per
formed on the timing. This can be interpreted as
implying the presence of a hierarchic relationship
between the temporal cues for voicing with respect to
other acoustic cues that are manifestations of
opening and closing the glottis. The hierarchy is such
that timing will control the perception of syllable
final voicing in English only when other cues are
ambiguous (Barry, 1979; Hogan & Roszypal, 1980;
Wardrip-Fruin, 1982; Lisker, Note 3, Note 4). The
fact that vowel and obstruent timing play a second
ary role as cues for voicing does not, however, reduce
the intrinsic theoretical interest of a possible "acous-
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tic cue" for a phonological feature that can be repre
sented as the ratio between two prominent acoustic
intervals.

The second area of research in which the inverse
relation of vowel and consonant durations for the
voicing contrast has arisen is in studies of the timing
of speech production. In a study of timing in English
and English-like words, Port (l981a) found that the
temporal effect of a change in the voicing of a
syllable-final stop could be expressed as a ratio be
tween the vowel duration and the duration of the fol
lowing stop closure. Such an effect can be stated as
an invariant across changes in the number of syl
lables in the word (e.g., from dib-dip to dibber
dipper) and in the identity of the vowel itself (e.g.,
from dib-dip to deeb-deep). If an invariant express
ible as a temporal ratio can be found in speech pro
duction, then the role of such an invariant should be
explored more carefully in speech perception.

The third area of research that bears on the issue of
consonant-vowel (C/V) ratio as a voicing cue is that
of perceptual studies of the effects of speaking
tempo. Numerous studies that employ the tempo of a
carrier sentence as a variable have demonstrated that
the interpretation of temporal cues to segmental con
trasts is influenced by the tempo of the context
(Miller & Liberman, 1979; Pickett & Decker, 1960;
Port, 1979; Summerfield, 1975; Fitch, Note 5), and
generally indicate that perception compensates for
changes in tl" temporal patterns of speech produced
at different .•1pOS. Miller (1981) surveyed many
such studies and concluded that there could not be a
rate-independent set of cues for certain phonetic dis
tinctions, such as voicing, and that listeners could not
interpret these tempo-dependent cues without
"processing them" in relation to the rate of speech at
which they were produced. Thus, she concluded that
an evaluation of speaking tempo must be made in
order for temporal cues (like consonant closure dura
tion for voicing) to be correctly interpreted. On the
other hand, there is a paradoxical problem here, in
that just those intervals in speechthat serve as tempo
ral cues for segmental features also serve as the cues
for the perception of tempo itself (Huggins, 1978;
Klatt, 1976; Miller & Grosjean, 1979). This would
seem to imply a perceptual system containing a loop
such that vowel durations, let us say, cue both tempo
and segmental features and the tempo judgment itself
then plays a role in feature judgments.

The concept of C/V ratio as a cue for the voicing
feature becomes important here, since it relies far less
on such a loop. If the main temporal cue for voicing
were just the ratio of the vowel duration to the con
sonant duration, then there would be no need for
processing in which a perceptual judgment about the
rate of speech mediated the evaluation of a temporal
cue. The cue itself would be very largely independent

of speaking rate and would not require special pro
cessing to take tempo judgments into account (Port,
1981b; Summerfield, Note 6).

The following set of experiments employed both
synthetic and natural speech to investigate the role of
vowel!consonant ratio as a voicing cue in English for
intervocalic stops in pairs like rabid-rapid and buggy
Bucky, In each experiment, the overall duration of
the stressed vowel plus its following stop closure was
varied and the duration of either the stressed vowel
or the consonant constriction was altered in small
steps. In Experiment 1, a set of synthetic words,
dipper and dibber, was constructed from five dif
ferent durations of dib plus a continuum of bop
closure durations. The words with a longer dib syl
lable sounded simply like slower tempo productions
of dibber or dipper. Throughout this paper, the in
terval we measured from spectrograms as "vowel
duration" (from initial consonant release to closure
for the following consonants) is also described as a
CVC (e.g., dib), since that is the perceptual value of
such an interval when heard in isolation.

EXPERIMENT 1: LABIAL STOPS·

Method
Subjects. Sixteen native English-speaking American students at

Indiana University served as subjects in the experiment. They were
paid for their participation.

Stimuli. The synthetic word dibber, as displayed in the upper
panel of Figure I, was constructed on the Klatt waveform syn
thesizer (Klatt, 1977) in the Speech Perception Laboratory at
Indiana University (Kewley-Port, Note 7). Parameter values were
based on those suggested by Klatt (Note 8) for consonant-vowel
syllables and modified by examination of spectrograms of the
word produced by a trained speaker at a moderate tempo. The
duration of the first vowel from d-burst to apparent closure of the
Ibl in the basic synthetic syllable was 140 msec (as measured from
a wide-band spectrogram). The dib syllable was constructed so
that the FI and the FO both peaked SS msec after the burst. By
varying the duration of this steady-state point, the syllable was
modified in duration in five 3G-msec steps from 140 to 260 msec.
The ber syllable had voicing beginning at the burst and an overall
duration of ISO msec. Nine different silent medial-stop closure
durations were constructed in IS-msec steps from 20 to 140 msec.
The intonation contour rose from lOS Hz to a peak of 120Hz at
the stretched steady-state point, then fell to II 3 Hz at the medial
stop closure (which was silent), and then fell from 109 to 86 Hz at
the end of ber. Thus, five "vowel durations" were combined with
nine "consonant closure durations" to yield 4S stimuli. Two
randomized stimulus tapes containing five tokens each of the test
words separated by a 3-sec intertrial interval and a IO-sec pause
after every block of 20 stimuli were prepared.

Procedure. The subjects listened to a practice block of 16 trials
and then heard the two experimental tapes, which yielded a total of
10 presentations of each test item. The subjects were read a set of
instructions asking them to decide for each test word whether they
heard the word dibber or dipper and to check the appropriate box
on a response sheet. The stimuli were presented over Koss Pro
4AA headphones driven by a Crown 0-60 amplifier and a custom
built panel at a comfortable listening level in the phonetics labo
ratory. The subjects were given a S-min rest between the two test
tapes. The order of presentation of the two randomizations was
balanced across the subjects.
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Figure 1. Sound spectrograms of some of the synthetic stimuli employed In Experiments
1 and 2. Those employed In Experiment 4 were modified from those used In Experiment 2.

Results and Discussion
The basic identification result of the experiment

are presented in the left-hand panel of Figure 2,
which displays the percent identification of the
stimuli as dibber as a function of the silent medial
consonant closure gap for each of the five dib syl
lable durations. It can be seen that the apparent per
ceptual boundaries (as 50070 crossovers) tend to lie
farther toward the right as the dib duration becomes
longer. Ogives were fitted to the identification func
tions of each subject and Wilcoxon matched-pairs

signed-ranks tests (two-tailed) were applied to the
50% crossovers. Results showed that the boundaries
shifted to the right (p < .01) for 8 of 10 comparisons
between conditions. Two of the adjacent pairs (170
vs. 200 msec and 230 vs. 260 msec), however, were
not significantly different.

In order to evaluate the role of C/V ratio for these
data, the results were replotted after dividing the
medial consonant closure duration by the burst-to
closure duration of the dib syllable. Thus, the results
plotted as a function of C/V ratio appear in the right-
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Figure 2. The Identification results of Experiment 1 plotted as a function of medial stop closure duration on the left
and as a function of ~top c1osure-to-precedlng vocalic Interval (e/V ratio) In the right panel.
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Table 1
Probit Analysis of Perceptual Boundaries for Experiment 1

Note-C/V ratio is defined as the consonant closure duration
divided by the dib (VI) duration at the 50% crossover. "Non
asymptotic closure values (in milliseconds) included in analysis.
tMedial consonant closure duration (in milliseconds).

hand panel of Figure 2. In this display there is far less
variation, since all boundary values cluster around a
C/V ratio of .35.

A probit analysis was carried out on the non
asymptotic portions of the identification functions in
order to more accurately estimate the boundary
values using both these descriptions of the results.
Probit analysis (Finney, 1971) was used to fit an
ogive to each pooled identification function, both
with respect to consonant closure duration and C/V
ratio. The 50070 crossover points for both analyses are
presented in Table 1. It can be seen that the cross
over value of consonant closure duration increases
for each longer duration of the preceding vowel;
however, the crossover values of C/V ratio display
no trend at all when compared with the durations of
the preceding vowel. This implies that the differ
ences between C/V conditions are simply noise and
that C/V ratio is the primary factor employed by the
subjects to decide on the voicing value of the medial
consonant in this experimental task.

Another way to evaluate the importance of the ab
solute values of vowel and consonant duration versus
the dimensionless ratio of the two intervals is to
compare the amount of variance accounted for by
the two models using regression techniques. Table 2
shows the results of regression analysis of the number
of dibber responses in the experiment. When conso
nant duration and vowel duration are entered sepa
rately using stepwise entry of the variables, the mul
tiple R for the combination of the two variables is
.793, implying that about 63% of the variance is
accounted for. On the other hand, the simple correla
tion between the dibber score and the C/V ratio is
.781, which implies that 61% of the variance is ac
counted for. This means that adding information
about the absolute durations of the consonant and
vowel permits us to account for only 2% more of the
variance in the subjects' responses.

This result clearly replicates for labial stops the ob
servation made by Denes about C/V ratio for lsi and

EXPERIMENT 2: VELAR STOPS

r 2

Simple Regression

MUltiple
R R'

Multiple Regression

Method
Subjects. The subjects were 10 Indiana University students who

were native speakers of American English and who did not par
ticipate in any other experiments in this series. They were paid for
their participation.

Stlmull. A synthetic digger, displayed in the lower panel of
Figure I, was derived from the dibber employed in Experiment 1.
The formant transitions and release burst were modified to specify
velar place, and, as typically occurs in natural examples, a 2O-msec
lag in voice onset was inserted at release of the / g/, Again, five
durations of the stressed syllablewere made, from 140 to 260 msec,
and combined with nine different closure durations over the range
35 to 155 msec. Stimulus tapes were constructed as in Experi
ment 1.

Procedure. The subjects were instructed to identify the test
words as digger or dicker by checking a box on a response sheet.
The experiment procedure was the same as Experiment 1.

/z/, When other features of the context are held con
stant and yet ambiguous, such as by maintaing a voice
less closure with no significant aspiration for stops,
then the relative duration of the vowel to the fol
lowing obstruent closure is an extremely powerful
cue for phonological voicing in English. The abso
lute durations of the two intervals play only a very
small role in determining subjects' judgments.

Table 2
Regression Analysis of Results of Experiment 1

Consonant Duration .751 .564 CN Ratio .781 .610
Vowel Duration .793 .629

Results andDiscussion
The identification results are presented in the left

hand panel of Figure 3 showing percent identifica
tion as digger plotted as a function of medial stop
closure duration for the five values of dig syllable
duration. Once again there is an obvious tendency of
the 50% crossover to fall at larger values of conso
nant closure for longer preceding vowels. Each dig
duration function is significantly distinct (p < .01)
from the adjacent function by the Wilcoxon test on
individual speakers' fitted-ogive boundaries, except
for 230 vs. 260 msec, which is significant only at
p< .02.

It was important to determine whether the effect of
C/V ratio extended to places of articulation other
than bilabial. Since the apical stops Idl and ItI were
neutralized to flaps in the intervocalic poststress posi
tion, the C/V ratio concept did not apply. The next
experiment, then, investigated the same phenomenon
for a matching pair of velar stops.

Note-p < .001 in all cases.

50 .36
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Value of Dependent Variable
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Figure 3. The identification results of Experiment 3 plotted as a function of medial stop closure duration on the left
and as a function of stop closure-to-preceding vocalic interval (e/Vratio) in the right-hand panel.

To observe the role of C/V ratio in these results,
the closure durations of each stimulus were divided
by the duration of the vocalic interval dig and re
plotted in the right-hand panel of Figure 3. It can be
seen that all the functions lie close together and
center around a C/V ratio boundary of .4, a value
somewhat larger than the values found for similar
stimuli containing labial stops. Crossover boundaries
were estimated for both modes of data presentation
by using probit analysis on nonasymptotic portions
of each function and are presented in Table 3. It can
be seen that the boundaries along the C/V ratio con
tinuum are randomly distributed with respect to the
dig duration but that, along the consonant closure
continuum, they increase linearly with respect to the
dig duration.

Before continuing our discussion of C/V ratio, we
should compare these results for velar stops with
those for the labial pair in Experiment 1. The per
ceptual voicing boundary here lies at a C/V ratio of
.42, whereas the boundary ratio from Experiment 1
was .36. Unfortunately, this direction of boundary
shift does not match the production data. Port
(Note 9) had subjects read the words dibber, dipper,
digger, and dicker in carrier sentences. Averaging
across the two voicing categories, the mean C/V ratio
for each place was .59 for velars and .83 for labials.
Thus, these production results should predict a shift
for the perceptual boundary opposite in direction to
that observed here. Since the measurement criteria
for the synthetic stimuli and the production data
were quite comparable, the discrepancy resulted

from some other aspect of the synthetic stimuli. For
example, if the VOT on the velar stimuli were 0 (as in
the labial pair) rather than +20, the boundary would
surely have fallen at a smaller C/V ratio value.

In order to evaluate the importance of the absolute
values of the consonant and vowel durations with
respect to the C/V ratio hypothesis, two regression
analyses were performed as in Experiment 1 and are
displayed in Table 4. When consonant and vowel
durations are entered separately in the multiple re
gression, a total of 70070 of the variance can be ac
counted for. But when C/V ratio alone is employed,
66% can be accounted for. Thus, addition of infor
mation about the absolute values of the two intervals
permits us to account for only about 4% more of the
variance.

These data clearly show that C/V ratio works as a
powerful cue for the voicing of velar stops as well as

Table 3
Probit Analysis of Perceptual Boundaries for Experiment 2

Value of Dependent Variable
at 50% Crossover

dig
on Probit Scale

Duration NC· cq C!V Ratio

140 35-110 65 .48
170 35-125 90 .53
200 35-110 100 .49
230 35-140 123 .55
260 35-140 133 .50

"Nonasymptotic closure values (in milliseconds) included in
analysis. tMedial consonant closure duration (in milliseconds).
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Note-p < .001 in all cases.

Consonant Duration .689 .475 C!V Ratio .813 .661
Vowel Duration .835 .698
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Since it was important to test the generality of
these effects across vowel contexts and with natural
speech, the next experiment employed edited natural
speech stimuli and a different pair of test words.

Test Words: rabid-rapid continua

Method
Subjects. Twelve students from Indiana University who were

native speakers of American English volunteered to serve as
subjects. The listeners were students in the Department of Linguis
tics.

StimuU. A trained speaker recorded a casual production of the
sentence "I'm trying to say rabid to you" at both a fast tempo and
a slow tempo. After digitization and S-kHz filtering of these
natural utterances, using the PCM system at Haskins Labora
tories, stimuli were prepared under computer control as illustrated
in Figure 4. The test word rabid was excised from each sentence
by cutting at the end of the initial Irl constriction and in the
middle of the final /dl closure. Then within each word, cuts were
made immediately after closure for the medial Ibl and just before
release. The glottal pulsing during the closure was deleted and a
continuum was prepared by inserting silent gaps in each test word
varying from SO to 200 msec in steps of 10 msec. With the short
stop closures, both test words sounded like rabid, and with the
long closures, both sounded like rapid. Individual members of
each of these continua were then embedded in both the fast and the
slow carrier sentences.

r'

Simple Regression

Multiple
R R'

Multiple Regression

Table 4
Regression Analysis of Results of Experiment 2

EXPERIMENT 3: INTERNAL YS.
EXTERNAL TEMPO

labials. The results strongly suggest that the vowel
durations and consonant durations are directly com
pared with each other in each stimulus and that the
C/Y ratio itself determines the degree of perceptual
voicing of the stimuli.

On the other hand, there is also evidence that C/Y
ratio is not completely invariant across changes
in speaking tempo (Derr & Massaro, 1980; Port,
1979). Port (1979), for example, found that changes
in the tempo of a preceding carrier sentence changed
the perceptual boundary along a continuum of clo
sure durations for rabid vs. rapid. Since the preced
ing vowel durations were unchanged, the C/Y ratios
were necessarily different at the perceptual bound
aries. He also noted, however, that the changes in
C/Y ratio boundary were very small (about 10070),
whereas the tempo in the external carrier sentence
changed by a factor of 2. Are these results contradic
tory? Possibly not. It might be that the degree of
voicing of a stimulus item is determined primarily by
the C/Y ratio but that the boundary value of C/Y
ratio is determined by other temporal factors outside
the test word. In this case, the C/V ratio boundary
should be the samefor a slow-tempo test word as for
a fast-tempo test word (comparable to the stimuli
employed in Experiments 1 and 2) when embedded in
carrier sentences of any given tempo. This is to say,
the effects of tempo external to the test word will be
independent of the effect of change in duration of the
stressed vowel itself.

1310 ms ec 480 erisec

Figure 4. Sound spectrograms illustrating construction of tbe
natural speecb stimuli employed In Experiment 3. Note tbat tbe
fast tempo production of tbe carrier sentence Involved consider
able pbonetlc reduction.

In Experiment 3, the effects of changes in the
speaking tempo of a test word and of changes in the
tempo of the carrier sentence were contrasted. In
general, we predicted that both factors would change
the perceptual boundary for voicing-if only because
tempo closer to the test interval had been shown to
have a larger effect on perception of that cue than
tempo further away (Summerfield, Note 6). More
specifically, if C/Y ratio was the cue, then tempo
outside the test word would have the same effect on a
fast-tempo word that it did on a slow-tempo word.
That is, there should have been no interaction be
tween these variables.

"I'm trying to say

470 msec

to you"

Fas! ~lliIWord :.ti,~

'''i~~/ 111\, .
SlowWord _.

430 msec



Procedure. A listening tape containing 10 tokens of each of
these 64 stimuli in random order was prepared and was presented
to the subjects after they had heard a IO-item practice tape. The
listeners were instructed to check on a response sheet whether they
heard the word rabid or rapid in each sentence.

Results and Discussion
The results of these identifications are presented in

Figure 5, in which the percent identification of each
stimulus as rabid, that is, as containing a medial
voiced stop, is plotted as a function of the closure
duration of the stop. All four conditions differed
from each other at p < .01 by the Wilcoxon matched
pairs signed-ranks test on subject boundaries based
on fitted ogives. In the fast-word/fast-sentence con
dition, stop closures longer than about 70 msec were
heard predominantly as Ip/, while in the slow
word/slow-sentence condition, the /b-p/ boundary
was more than twice as long at 165 msec. Starting
with the slow-word/slow-sentence condition, it was
found that changing just the carrier sentence from
slow to fast-that is, from the open circles to the open
triangles-moved the boundary about 30 msec, or
20%, toward shorter values. If, however, just the test
word was changed from slow to fast and the carrier
sentence was left the same (that is, from open circles
to filled circles in the figure), the boundary shifted by
65 msec. This amounted to a shortening of the
voicing boundary by about 40010-far larger than the
effect of a change in the carrier sentence alone.
Changing just the carrier sentence moved the bound
ary significantly, but changing just the test word
moved it considerably more. These results imply that
timing in the two syllables adjacent to the stop clo
sure was considerably more important in determining
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the durational boundary for medial stop voicing than
was the speaking tempo in a surrounding carrier
sentence.

In order to evaluate the constancy of C/Y ratio
here, these identifications results were replotted to
the right in Figure 5 as a function of C/Y ratio. For
this purpose, sound spectrograms were obtained and
measurements were made of the interval from the
point of steepest rising F3 slope in the transition from
the Irl into lrel up to the point of apparent closure
for the Ibl for both fast and slow test words (found
to be 110 and 200 msec, respectively), and each of
these values was divided into each of the respective
closure durations employed. It can be seen that, in
the fast carrier sentence, the fast and slow test words
(in filled and open triangles) cross the 50010 boundary
at the ratio of .56 (shown by probit analysis). Simi
larly, in the slow carrier sentence, the identification
functions for the two test words (represented by filled
and open circles) have perceptual boundaries very
near each other (at .68 and .75, respectively). Thus,
for a given tempo of carrier sentence, the voicing
boundary along a continuum of ratios of stop closure
to the preceding vowel interval tends to be relatively
constant. Since inspection suggests that the two test
words may not have the same C/Y boundary in the
slow condition, the independence of the internal and
external tempo variables was evaluated with analysis
of variance on the number of Ibl responses. Because
consonant duration clearly has a large effect on the
scores, consonant duration was treated as a covariate
to provide the strongest test of the hypothesis of in
dependence. Of course, both internal tempo [F(l,2)
=625, p < .001] and external tempo [F(l,2)=73.5,
p < .001] are highly significant, but their interaction
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Figure 5. The identification results of Experiment 3 plotted as a function of medial stop closure duration on the left and e(V
ratio on the right.
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is not [F(l,2)=3.03, p e n.s.], This implies that the
C/V ratio boundary is the same for both test word
tempos.

These findings confirm that timing both within the
word and external to it has perceptual effects on the
closure duration cue for voicing. For the values em
ployed in these two natural sounding utterances, the
tempo external to the test word has far smaller effects
than the tempo within the test word. We predicted on
the basis of Experiments 1 and 2 (as well as Denes,
1955, and Port, 1979) that, if C/V ratio is invariant
across changes in local or within-word tempo, then
any effects of word-external tempo on the C/V ratio
boundary should be the same for both tempos of test
word. This prediction is supported by the apparent
independence of the effects of word-external and
word-internal tempo. It is reasonable to propose,
then, that across the normal range of vowel and con
sonant durations, e/v ratio itself acts as the primary
temporal cue for the postvocalic obstruent voicing,
even though it is one which may be dominated by non
temporal ones. The tempo of the carrier sentence sur
rounding the test word may have some influence on
the temporal cue, but that influence is most
economically stated as a modification of the C/V
ratio cue itself, rather than as a modification of a
consonant duration cue for voicing.

The purpose of the experiment was to explore per
ception with natural production of the test sentences,
but this use of natural speech stimuli permits a pos
sible criticism of our interpretation of the experi
ment. Although we have proposed C/V ratio as the
only relevant property of these artificially modified
test words for specifying the voicing of the medial
stop, we have not controlled for possible effects of
the large difference in duration of the second vowel,
or bid syllable, in these stimuli (as was seen in
Figure 4). One might argue that the absence of an
interaction between carrier sentence and the test
word is in some way due to effects of the following
vowel. In Experiment 4, this was directly addressed.

EXPERIMENT 4: EFFECT OF
FOLLOWING VOWEL

It is likely a priori that the duration of the second
syllable in these test words has some effect on the
consonant closure boundary for voicing, but how
strong is the effect? It has been shown that if a carrier
sentence preceding a target word is divided into three
segments, the tempo of a segment closest to the target
word will have the strongest effect on a voice-onset
time boundary (Summerfield, Note 6). On the basis
of this proximity principle, we might expect that,
since the following vowel is just as close to the con
sonant closure cue interval as the preceding vowel, it
should have just as strong an effect in changing the

consonant closure boundary for voicing. This would
be coherent with the hypothesis that tempo always
mediates voicing judgments that are based essentially
on consonant closure duration. The well-known ef
fects of the preceding vowel duration (Raphael, 1972)
on voicing perception might then be interpreted as
demonstrating that vowel duration is fundamentally
a local tempo cue that serves to adjust the perceptual
judgment of the consonant closure duration for voic
ing. By this hypothesis, there should be nothing special
about the preceding vowel versus the following vowel
in evaluating local speaking tempo. Thus, they
should have fairly similar effects on the consonant
closure boundary for voicing. The only factor that
might make the preceding vowel more salient is that
it is stressed rather than unstressed.

If, on the other hand, the fundamental temporal
cue for voicing in this syllabic position is C/V ratio,
then the only way the following vowel could have any
effect is as a cue for speaking tempo-the same way
that word-external tempo affects C/V ratio. Thus,
we would predict that the effect of the second syl
lable duration should be quite small and, further
more, that, like word-external tempo, it should be in
dependent of the effects of the duration of the first
syllable.

Method
Subjects. Fourteen native American English-speaking Indiana

University students were paid to serve as subjects. None of them
served in other experiments in this series.

Stimuli. The stimulus items were constructed from the synthetic
digger employed in Experiment 2. Two ger syllables, or V.s, were
produced, with durations of 120 and 220 msec. Two dig syl
lables, or V,s, were employed with the shortest (140 msec) and the
second longest (230 msec) durations from Experiment 2. The four
combinations of short and long V, with the short and long V.
were combined with nine different silent stop-closure intervals
varying in 15-msec steps from 20 to 140 msec, yielding a total of
36 stimuli. The stimulus tapes and practice tapes were prepared as
in earlier experiments.

Procedure. The subjects were instructed to identify the test
words as either digger or dicker by checking a box on a response
sheet. Other aspects of the procedure were identical to Experi
ments 1 and 2.

Results and Discussion
The basic results are presented in the left-hand

panel of Figure 6. It can be seen that both variables,
the duration of the preceding dig syllable (or VI) and
the duration of the following ger syllable (V1) , have
some effect on the apparent perceptual boundary
between Igl and Ikl (Wilcoxon tests performed
as before indicate that .all conditions are distinct,
p < .01, except for the two conditions with short dig,
which are distinct at p < .02.) The effect of the
preceding syllable on the consonant closure bound
ary [F(1,2) = 125.0, p < .001, with the consonant du
ration as a covariate] is obviously considerably
larger than the effect of the following ger syllable
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Figure 6. The identification results of Experiment 4 plotted on the left as a function of medial stop closure dura
tion and on the right as a function of C{Vratio.

duration [F(l,2)= 10.3, p < .001, with consonant
duration as a covariate]. When the results are
replotted in terms of C/Vi ratio, however, as in the
right-hand panel of Figure 6, it appears that the two
conditions having the same Vi but different V1s lie
nearly on top of each other, and analysis of variance
reveals no interaction between Viand V1 [F(1,2)=
1.31, p=n.s., with consonant duration as a covariate].
Thus, the following syllable duration appears to have
an effect only on the C/Vi ratio itself.

This can be more easily seen in terms of the es
timated perceptual boundary obtained from probit
analysis as in Table 5. The four distinct boundaries
along the consonant closure continuum appear
toward the left of the table, while on the right it can
be seen that the two conditions with the long V1 and
with the short Vi have essentially identical bound
aries when evaluated in terms of C/V ratio. It is ap-

Table 5
Probit Analysis of Perceptual Boundaries for Experiment 4

Boundary in Terms of Boundary in Terms of

VI
Consonant Duration C!V Ratio

Duration Long V2 Short V2 Long V2 Short V2

Long 87 73 .38 .32
Short 52 45 .37 .32

Note-For stimuli with a long VI' the closure durations from 20
to 110 msec of closure duration were judged nonasymptotic
and included in the analysis. For short-VI liang-V 2 stimuli.
values from 20 to 95 msec of closure duration were included.
For short-VI [short-V 2 stimuli, values from 20 to 80 msec of
closure duration were included. All durations are given in milli
seconds.

parent, then, that a change in the duration of the fol
lowing syllable has a different kind of effect on the
voicing of a medial stop from the effect of changes in
the preceding vocalic interval. A change in the fol
lowing vowel changes the C/V ratio itself by a small
amount. This effect of the following syllable
duration is clearly independent of the preceding
vowel effect.

A multiple regression analysis of the number of
I gl responses was conducted using two models. In
the first model, consonant duration, first vowel dura
tion, and second vowel duration were entered, using
a stepwise procedure. The results are shown on
Table 6. It can be seen that consonant duration
alone accounts for about 53070 of the variance and the
addition of Vi duration accounts for 9% more. The
duration of V1, however, adds only an additional
I%. In the second model, C/Vi ratio was computed
for each stimulus, and this variable was extracted
along with the duration of the second syllable. As can
be seen in Table 6, C/V1 ratio again accounts for
almost as much variance as vowel duration and con
sonant duration combined (58% vs. 62%) and yet
contains no information about the absolute dura
tions of the voweland consonant.

The results clearly demonstrate that the preceding
vowel has a far stronger effect on the consonant clo
sure boundary than does the following vowel. This im
plies that the preceding vowel plays a special and
privileged role in relation to voicing judgments. The
independence of the effect of the second vowel, while
not necessarily irreconcilable with a model of tempo
mediation, still provides strong support for the view
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Table 6
Multiple Regression Analysis of Experiment 4

R

Modell
Consonant Duration .725 .526
VI Duration .787 .619
V2 Duration .792 .627

Model 2

C/V, Ratio .760 .578
V2 Duration .765 .585

Note-p < .001 in all cases. In Modell, the consonant closure
duration, preceding vocalic interval and following vocalic interval
are separately entered. In Model2, C/V ratio is treated as an
elementary variable along with the duration of the following
vocalic interval.

that the second syllable serves primarily to slightly
modify the C/V ratio cue for the voicing of the stop.
Furthermore, the multiple regression analyses indi
cate for these data, as well, that the use of ratio of
stressed vowel duration to the duration of the fol
lowing consonant accounts for nearly as much of the
variance as the use of the absolute values of those
dimensions. In this situation, the conclusion seems
unavoidable that, for a given contextual situation,
there is a certain ratio between the vowel and con
sonant that serves to differentiate voiced values from
voicelessvalues.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of these experiments bear on several
general issues in phonetics and speech perception.
The first issue has to do with the nature of the voic
ing contrast in English. A bewildering variety of
acoustic cues has been shown to affect voicing judg
ments (see Abramson, 1977), and various proposals
have been made for unifying these in terms of a single
underlying contrast, such as the action of opening vs,
not opening the glottis (Lisker & Abramson, 1971)
and so forth (Slis & Cohen, 1969; Stevens &
Blumstein, 1981). The concept of C/V ratio as an in
dependent voicing cue resembles these proposals in
that it serves as a way to reduce the number of in
dependent parameters from the speech wave that
must be measured and combined by the perceptual
system. The view that vowel duration and consonant
duration are separate and independent cues requires
that both intervals be measured in terms of some ab
solute temporal units that would be formally com
parable to milliseconds. But since C/V ratio is rela
tively stable as a cue for voicing despite radical
changes in overall duration, it is tempting to sup
pose that the nervous system has some way of mea
suring and using C/V ratio directly without requiring
"prior" measurement of each interval in absolute
terms (such as in milliseconds). In this case, the
nervous system would be extracting the most phonet-

ically relevant information. Of course, C/V ratio is
not perfectly invariant, so it must be subject to
biasing due to surrounding tempo and to the place of
articulation and manner of the consonant. In addi
tion, this cue still must be integrated with others,
such as closure voicing and aspiration, which, in this
context, are weighted far more strongly than C/V
ratio itself as cues for the voicing feature.

To illustrate the importance of the nontemporal
cues, we may compare these perception results with
earlier production data on timingin the verytest words
used in Experiments 1,2, and 4 (Port, 1981a, Note 9).
First, the productions of dibber, dipper, digger, and
dicker tended to have shorter vowels, because these
productions were medial in the carrier sentence (in
Port, Note 9) rather than utterance-final like our per
ception test words. Thus, the durations of the first
vowels were around 70-80 msec, in contrast with
140 msec for the shorter first vowels in our test
words. Second, the C/V ratios observed in the pro
duction data tended to be larger; that is, the conso
nants were longer relative to the vowels for a given
voicing category. For example, the C/V ratios for
digger and dicker in sentence-medial position were
.48 and .72, respectively (Port, Note 9, Tables 3 and
4), thus predicting a perceptual boundary ratio
lyingbetween them at about .6. Our observed bound
ary for the synthetic stimuli of Experiment 2 was
about .42. This difference in the C/V ratio bound
ary probably reflects the absence of voicing during
the closure of Ig/. The dibber-dipper pair offers
a more extreme example, since the produced ratios
(Port, Note 9, Tables 3 and 4) were .77 and 1.2,
respectively-far higher than the perceptual bound
ary for our synthetic stimuli of .36. Apparently,
the absence of closure voicing during the stop made
them far more "voiceless" in quality. The impor
tant point, however, is that this increased "voice
less quality" of our synthetic stimuli is still con
sistently manifested as a shift toward smaller values
of the C/V ratio boundary for the feature rather
than, for example, being tied just to the consonant
closure itself. Of course, the production data them
selves also demonstrate strong independent evidence
that C/V ratio is directly manipulated by speakers in
accordance with values of the voicing contrast (see
Port, 1981a).

It should also be noted that English is not unique
in employing C/V ratio as a constraint on speech
production and as a cue in speech perception. A very
similar phenomenon has been demonstrated for
several other Germanic languages in production
(Bannert, 1976; BIert, 1964; Garnes, 1973; Kohler,
Note 10; Kohler & Kunzel, Note 11) and in percep
tion (Bannert, 1976; Kohler, 1979). Kohler's (1979,
Note 10)results on the role of the ratio of V to C as a
voicing cue in German are very similar to the results
for English. In most of the other cases, the contrast



between VC: and V:C is at least partially independent
of the voicing contrast but is restricted to stressed syl
lables.? The extent to which such simple temporal re
lations playa role in languages outside the Germanic
group is not known.

The proposal has been made that listeners must
make a judgment about speaking tempo before
evaluating, say, the closure duration cue for voicing
(Miller, 1981; Miller & Grosjean, 1979; Miller &
Liberman, 1979). The results of these experiments by
no means rule out such a model, but they do seem to
make it less plausible and less necessary. To sustain
such a model over the C/V ratio model, it would be
necessary to account for why the preceding vowel
plays such a unique role as a cue for local tempo. The
preceding vowel alone accounts for nearly all of the
context-sensitive change in the consonant-closure
duration cue for voicing. Of course, C/V ratio does
in fact change somewhat with changes in tempo, so
there must exist some mechanism for achieving these
changes due to factors like speaking tempo, the
presence of closure voicing, and aspiration, as well as
the place and manner of the consonant. Nevertheless,
the most basic point demonstrated by our results is
that, however this adjustment takes place, it is an ad
justment of C/V ratio, not of vowel or consonant
duration cues independently.

The model that is proposed here for the temporal
correlates of the voicing contrast in syllable-final
position also has important implications for the
general theory of phonetics (Port, 1981b). Normally,
the phonetic space is assumed to contain segments
primarily, each of which has some "inherent dura
tion" (Klatt, 1976; Lehiste, 1970). Other timing ef
fects are to be accounted for with rules of "temporal
implementation" (Klatt, 1976). But when the
production and perception of speech are viewed as
processes that deal with segment-sized units, an im
portant phonetic structure is missed; a "linguistically
significant generalization" is overlooked (Chomsky
& Halle, 1968). C/V ratio in English behaves like an
elemental phonetic unit that is identified with the
voicing or tensity contrast in syllable-final and ambi
syllabic positions.

This interpretation of the C/V ratio effects found
in production and perception is coherent with the
general view that linguistic features have a variety of
abstract and relatively invariant acoustic correlates
that speakers encode into sound and that hearers
listen for when perceiving speech (Jakobson, Fant, &
Halle, 1952; Stevens & Blumstein, 1981). These
acoustic correlates, like the linguistic features them
selves, are relatively independent of each other. But,
unlike features, they are not arranged ordinally in
time and may instead overlap or be defined in strictly
temporal terms (Fowler, 1980; Fowler, Rubin,
Remez, & Turvey, 1980). From this point of view
there is no basis for the implicit assumption that
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"vowel durations" and "consonant durations" are
somehow more concrete or more fundamental as per
ceptual units than the relative duration of the two of
them. C/V ratio, as associated with contrasts in voic
ing, provides a constraint on speech production that
is invariant across a variety of contextual changes
and also specifies an acoustic pattern that can be
directly extracted from the speech signal during
speech perception without prior determination of
speaking rate.
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NOTES

1. In a replication and extension of the Denes experiment using
the same lexical pair-/jus-juz/-Derr and Massaro (1979) found
similar results. They prefer, however, to emphasize the extent to
which there is a change in C/V ratio, in both Denes's results and
their own. For example, Derr and Massaro orthogonally varied
durations of the vocalic and fricative portions to create test words
whose total duration varied over a range of more than 2:1, yet
the C/V ratio boundary between Ijusl and Ijuzl varied only
from about .4 with the shortest fricative duration to about .6
with the longest fricative duration (computed for their stimuli
with level FOcontours when the total vocalic interval is compared
with the total fricative duration). This is not a large ratio change
for such a great modification of total duration.

2. The notation V:C means a long vowel followed by a short
consonant, and VC: means a short vowel following by a long
consonant. In Swedish, for example, stressed short vowels occur
only before long consonants (as in backa [bak:e] "to back up"),
while long vowels occur only before short consonants (as in baka
[bo.ka] "to bake").
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